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Investigative Activity:
Involves:
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Activity Location:
Authoring Agent:

Interview with Officer
CPD; Ofc. Nicholas Reardon
5/10/2021
BCI
SA Matt Collins, #151

Narrative:
On Monday, May 10, 2021, at 1312 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special
Agent (SA) Matt Collins (SA Collins), SA John Butterworth (SA Butterworth) and SA Jim Mulford
(SA Mulford) interviewed City of Columbus-Division of Police (CPD) Officer (Ofc.) Nicholas
Reardon (Reardon), who was accompanied by his attorney, Nicole Wannemacher, from the Law
Firm of Harshman and Wannemacher, Fraternal Order of Police. The interview took place at the
Law Office of Harshman and Wannemacher. The interview was audio recorded.
Ofc. Reardon read, understood, and signed the BCI Criminal Investigation Notification form.
This report only summarizes the information deemed by the author to be of the most relevance
to the investigation and does not purport to contain all questions and answers from the
interview, nor does it contain all information provided in the written statement of Ofc.
Reardon. Further, this report was placed in a chronology to aid the reader’s overall
understanding of the information elicited during the interview and may not be reflective of the
actual sequencing of questions. It is suggested that the full recording be reviewed to clarify any
content or contextual questions regarding the information from the interview. With the same
suggestion related to the written statement of Ofc. Reardon.
Preliminary and Demographic Information:
Name: Nicholas Reardon
Badge Number: #3188
Radio Call Sign: 201
Radio Channel Utilized: Zone 2
Cruiser Description: Marked, Ford Taurus
Assignment: 20B10
In-Car Camera: Not Present
Emergency Lights: Present; Not Utilized

Rank: Officer (Ofc.)
Cruiser/Vehicle Number: R-130
Immediate Supervisor: Sgt. Serror
Mobile Data Terminal: Present & Utilized
Occupants of Cruiser and Seating Positions:
None
Normal Shift: 1400-2200 hours
Spotlight: Present; Not utilized
Siren: Present; Not Used
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Shift Day of Incident: 1400-2200 hours
Days Off: Wednesday/Thursday
Hours of Sleep Prior to Incident: 8-10
Total Length as Officer: 1 yr.
Physical Disabilities (to include hearing aid):
None
Uniform Worn: White CPD short sleeve shirt,
w/patches on both sleeves, dark blue pants;
Badge on front
Ballistic Vest: Concealed Armor
Other Recording Devices: None
Injuries: none
Training or Areas of Specialty: none
Military Experience/Training: 5yrs, Air Force
Prior Shooting Incidents: No
Medications, Prescriptions, or Drugs that
might Impair Your Duties at Time of Incident:
No
Alcohol in Past 24 Hours? No

Duty Status: On-Duty
Prior Overtime or Extra Details within
Preceding 48 Hours: No
Consider Self Well Rested: Yes
Length at Current Agency: Since December
2019
Corrective Lenses: Glasses
Equipment and Less-Lethal Options Carried
on Person/Belt/Vest: fox mace, baton, taser
Body Worn Camera: Present & Used
Partner: No; other officers dispatched too
Equipment Damage: none
OPOTC Certification: 7/2020
Use-of-Force Training: Annual
Prior Discipline or Use-of-Force Complaints:
No
Medications, Prescriptions, or Drugs that
might Impair You Now for Interview: No
Last Consumed Alcohol Prior to Incident: No

Officer’s Firearm(s):
Weapon #1
Make: Smith and Wesson
Caliber/Gauge: 9 mm
Type: Semi-Auto Handgun
Magazine Capacity: 17 rounds
Extra Magazines: 2
Discharged During Incident? Yes
Rounds Remaining After Incident: 14

Model: M&P
Method of Carry: Hip
Total Rounds as Carried (including chamber):
17+1
Number of Rounds in Extra Magazines: 17
Primary or Backup Weapon: Primary
Number of Rounds Fired: 4
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Right/Left-Handed Carry: Right-Handed
Last Qualification Date: Unk

Ownership: Department Owned

Narrative:
On May 10, 2021, Nicole Wannemacher (Wannemacher) provided SA Collins with the typed,
written statement of Ofc. Reardon (unsigned). When SA Collins met with Ofc. Reardon, he
asked follow-up questions related to the incident and introduced BCI Crime Scene Unit (CSU)
photographs (6136, 6135,6169 and 6152; Drone photos 0221, 0229) to Ofc. Reardon. While the
term suspect or subject may be used in in the interview with identifying the involved female
subject, for clarity, knowing that female subject had been identified as Ma’Khia Bryant (Bryant),
her name will be utilized in this report.
According to Ofc. Reardon’s statement, he had been dispatched to a 10-16 (disturbance), along
with CPD Officer Ewing. However, Officers Serge Akpalo (Akpalo) and Eric Channel (Channel),
who were a two-man unit, put themselves on the call. Reardon approximated his response
time between five and seven minutes. SA Collins asked Reardon if he had positioned himself
somewhere just before arrival. Reardon stated yes. He continued by stating he had pulled
onto the street and knew the address (incident location) was towards the end of the street.
Reardon stated he waited until the other unit (Channel and Akpalo) got in behind him and then
they proceeded to the residence. SA Collins asked Reardon what the purpose was behind that.
Reardon stated, “It sounded like it was a high priority call, I wasn’t going to go in by myself.” SA
Collins began to ask, “Is that, um—,” Reardon replied, “That’s per division policy.” SA Collins
asked if it was a directive or officer discretion. Reardon stated, “Uh, directive. So, that’s a
minimum, two-officer run.” SA Collins was asking Reardon about the specific location he’d
parked and Reardon could not recall where at specifically, but stated he knew, based on his GPS
that it was all the way at the end of the street on the right-hand side. Reardon further stated
from where he was positioned, he could not see any activity at the address.
SA Collins asked Reardon about where he was, when he’d first seen any individuals near or
around 3171. SA Collins was utilizing CSU drone photo #0221 and Reardon indicated it was
further to the right than what was visible in the photograph. Reardon stated he knew right
where to go first based on his GPS, but secondly due to seeing people either in the driveway or
yard.
SA Collins asked who, if anyone/anything, first drew his attention. Reardon stated it was
probably the girl in the pink, because she just stood out more than the rest of the group.
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Reardon further explained there was quite a bit of yelling going on and the girl in the pink was
the closest one to him. SA Collins asked, “Then as you’re, you know, interacting with her, you
already, you, as you said, there’s other people there. Did you see any other actions going on?”
Reardon replied, “I was just hearing yelling and screaming and then out of nowhere, like I saw
someone out of-- run at someone and then, I just saw a tackle, like right there next to me.”
SA Collins asked Reardon, based on his statement where he’d indicated there was a female with
a knife, if he recalled where he first saw her. Reardon stated he did not recall seeing her “until
that tackle happened.” SA Collins asked if Reardon could indicate where the tackle occurred in
one of the provided photographs. Reardon marked on CSU drone photo #0229 where he
recalled the approximate location of the tackle, or where he first saw Bryant (MB1). He further
marked on the same photograph, where he was approximately positioned (NR1) when he first
saw Bryant. Reardon was asked if he could indicate where he was located when he discharged
his firearm. Reardon indicated it was the same approximate location (NR1). Reardon was
asked where Bryant was, when he discharged his firearm and he indicated with an “MB2” on
the same photograph.
SA Collins asked Reardon if, when he arrived, could he identify the age of the individuals
involved and Reardon stated, “No.” Reardon was asked if it looked like children in the street, or
adults. Reardon replied, “I perceived it as like some twenty some year old’s. People in their
twenties.” Reardon was asked if age played a factor in his decision making. Reardon
responded, “No.” Reardon was asked when he did learn the age of Bryant. Reardon stated,
“That night.” SA Collins further asked, if it was at the scene or after the scene. Reardon
replied, “Oh, well after the scene.”
SA Mulford asked Reardon about information related to what dispatch had provided in the call
record. Specifically, SA Mulford asked if there was any other information provided other than,
“Call for service at that address, um and there’s a female there, trying to stab them.” Reardon
replied, “That’s literally it. Literally, that is it… no clothing description. No, ages.” SA Mulford
asked if a female trying to stab someone, made it a priority two. Reardon stated, “I think, due
to lack of knowledge of weapons when they asked for weapons, that made it a priority two
versus a priority one.”
SA Collins asked Reardon when he exited his vehicle and approached the individuals, what steps
did he take to de-escalate the situation. Reardon stated, “Uh, I asked female, pink, hey, what’s
going on? And then I just see people, like I see the tackle and I just start yelling, hey, like to get
their attention, ‘Like hey, talk to me. Stop doing what you’re doing.’ And then as I see, there’s
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later identified as Ma’Khia Bryant, go to charge the other girl, I’m yellin’ get down, as in lik-- I
wanted everyone to just get down and on—in my mind I wanted everyone to get down on the
ground and just let me figure out what was going on.”
Wannemacher asked Reardon if he could clarify the time-frame from when he exited his patrol
car to when Bryant “was about to stab the female in the pink.” Reardon approximated that it
was about four to five (4-5) seconds in his mind. SA Collins asked Reardon, in terms of time was
there an opportunity for him to use other forms of de-escalation and he stated no. SA Collins
asked Reardon specifically why mace was not used. Reardon said, “Mace was not used because
uh that was, in my belief, would have been an ineffective tool, uh because she had a deadly
weapon. And she was facing away from me.” SA Collins asked if “hands-on” could have been
utilized and Reardon said, “No.” Reardon was asked to explain why. Reardon said, “Because
she is actively trying to use a knife, a deadly weapon, um, and that would’ve brought myself
into the fold as being exposed to the knife as well as who was already being exposed at the
time to the knife. I was also, didn’t immediately have any other officers around me. I was by
myself. I’m 5’ 5” 120lbs and I perceived that person as lot larger than I was, well am.” Reardon
stated he did not know for certain there were any other officers around him until he heard Ofc.
Channel say “shots fired” on the radio. According to Reardon’s written statement, he
specifically stated, “At the time I fired my weapon, I was in fear for the life of the female in pink.
The suspect had a knife drawn back in her right hand and was starting to swing it forward to
stab the female in pink.”
The interview concluded at approximately 1347 hours.
The interview was audio recorded. The audio recording was attached to this report. The signed
BCI Criminal Investigation Notification form and Reardon’s signed statement are also attached
to this report. Including, the photographed marked by Reardon. Please see the attachments for
further details.
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